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Editorials

NEW

Using Political Alternatives
Today's. students are not tainted with
special interests. They are only morally
concerned. Their consciences are free. They
have not, like the generations before them,
quietly compromised themselves. They have
not lived long enough to assent meekly to
the shady dealings of a modern world. As a
group they are unprecedented in their belief
and persual of political morality as a goal.
The past week many thousands of
students poured into Washington, D.C. They
did not come to ensure the continuation of
their oil depletion allowance, their tax
loopholes. They came out of a belief in the
immorality of war.
There were among them the hangers-on,
the panty raid types who had discovered
thrills in activism, but a good many had
consciences that bade them, "Go to your
capitol, ask your President for peace."
For many students the experience in
Washington last week showed them that
government officials are not inaccessible.
Senators Packwood and Hatfield met
continuously with student groups hat
passed through their office doors. Even the
mysterious Mr. Nixon crept from the
seclusion of his offices to speak with
protestors. The President did not come for
an honest dialogue on the wisdom of his
Cambodian policy. He was making a gesture,
a feeble one of talk about football and
surfing. But the attempt was made. He made
a bid for student support.
When school ends for the summer many, a
majority, will return to their hometowns and
seek summer employment. There, activism
will die for most of them. But from the
turmoil of the last two weeks has emerged a
unity and a realization of the potential
political power of an effective student
organization.
Yale University has announced plans,
along with many other colleges, to allow
students two weeks :in the fall to campaign
for the candidates of their choice. In the
Union last week four people sat at

typewriters ready to write congressmen a
letter of personal· protest from individual
students. The University of Connecticut was
busily compiling statistics on the numbers
and amounts of U.S. Savings Bonds owned
by students and peace sympathizers to be
used as a monetary lever against the
administration.
These are signs that point to a new
direction in student voice. It is not the chant
of "Burn the ROTC building," or "Hang
Richard M." It is calmer now, cooler. It is
bringing into play a new kind of student
power-student political power. The energies
of seven million college students, if
effectively directed, will be an unignorable
force in the November congressional
elections.
We, the University community, can no
longer ignore or be ignored. The
establishment badly war;tts to reabsorb us in
the Democratic process, but we must not
echo their rhetoric, but rather seek to
change it; to turn around their perverted
priorities and seek to dismantle the military
complex that stands against peace.
We must now use the alternative to
radicalism, to burn:ing, to rock throwing.
Violence has served only to galvanize the
right and turn off sympathetic ears. Violence
has left at least eight of us dead. How can
students hope to play the game of murder
better than those so finely trained for itthe "guardians of law and order?"
We urge you not to abrogate whatever
small gains have been made in the past
weeks. Return home this summer as an
activist. Choose a candidate. Contact and
talk with him. Work for his election.
Even as I write this I know there will be
those who will call it a cop-out. But it is
harder to ring doorbells, paint posters, and
lick postage stamps than it is to throw
bombs, just as it is harder to reform than to
destroy.
Susan Stem

Cargo Sets Precedent
Governor Cargo made it plain to a group
of students visiting his office yesterday that
he wanted to discuss University problems
with any students wishing to take the
trouble to make an appointment with him
and go to Santa Fe.
A precedent has been set. Students have
gained entry to the fourth floor
iner-sanctum of the capitol building.
Among many discoveries the students and
the governor made about one another, the
primary revelation was the amazing
ignorance both parties showed for the other.
Du·ring the dialogue, comments,
harangues, and questions. that flowed back
and fourth, the governor made efforts to
understand information the students

brought to him about the realities of the
UNM campus disturbances last week.
If for no other reason than the students
and the governor laughed at a few jokes
together, and jawed at each other about the
pros and cons of using the National Guard
on campus 1 the meeting can be considered a
success. It succeeded not :in great promises
and great friendships, but because nine
students got :in the door.
The precedent is a valuable one. If interest
:in discussions with the governor can be
prolonged past this hot-under-the-collar time
and into next fall maybe the next governor
of New Mexico will talk more with students
and alert military forces less.
Barbara Morgan

MEXICO
SARAH LAIDLAW

Editor
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To The Editor:
Working for Peace
To the Editor:
OK. The crisis has been patched
over. The tragedy of the war is
still lingering on, but the major
cataclysm, for the time being at
least, has been averted. Grades
have pretty well been established
and with the variety of options
available, no one should be
complaining too loudly. There are
about two weeks left in the
semester before everyone scatters.
So, aside from occasionally
dropping in to the Free University
·or regular lectures, now what?
There should be only one
answer to that question-work for
peace~ Killing for peace has
availed us little, either here or in
Southeast Asia, but there is one
thing we all can do-petition for
peace.
The National Petition
Committee was organized on May
5 in Rochester, New York, by
three hitherto apolitical professors
and has already received the
endorsement of 12 U.S. Senators.

In two weeks it has spread to over
400 communities and the newly
formed Albuquerque branch
needs your help. The National
Petition Committee is out to
collect 20 million signatures and,
with fifty cents a signature, 10
million dollars. This money will
used to buy anti-war advertising
time and to aid candidates in the
fall elections who will support our
designated goals. Here is the
petition:
"We ask the U.S. Congress to
assert its Constitutional powers in
matters of war and peace, to
condemn our recent invasion of
Cambodia, and to require the
President to bring our troops
home. We wish no further military
involvement in Indochina."
The phrasing is mild, but it was
made so deliberately, for its goal
is to appeal to all shades of the
political spectrum. We are
confident that signatures on this
petition will reveal a gigantic
national resentment to our
Southeast Asia policy. The
petition asks only that Congress
reassert its traditional role in the

and nddr<rn~ mu•t he included. The
name of the author of the Jetter will
not be withheld.
·

malting of foreign policy, for the
errors of our past are small
compared with an unmoveable
bureaucracy and a President with
his ear closely pressed to the
Pentagon.
The local goals of the National
Petition Committee are 20,000
signatures and 10,000 dollars.
Moves are currently being made to
contact local churches,
community leaders, political
candidates, businesses, and service
organizations. A permanent
office, ttnder the directorship of
William Brisk, has been set up in
Mesa Vista Hall mad a permanent
desk has been set up in the Union,
manned by the Graduate Student
Association. This is a booth in the
Union that should not be
bypassed. Everyone should sign
this petition befo~e he leaves. Sign
it, give one to your parents, and
take several with you whereever
you go this summer. You may
find that millions of people hate
this war just as much as we do. We
need your help, your signature,
and even your 50 cents.
Ferenl.' M. Szasz

Tuesday, May 19,1970
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Poor Listener Bombs-Out
With Dr. John's Sounds
By DAVE BRANDS
Obviously record companies distribute promotional
albums to various publications with hopes of getting some
free advertising. But as long as copies are sent to the review
editor without any remittances, the reviewer is quite a free
soul.
Even a talented adman with some abstract semblance of
musical taste would find it hard to compose decent
promotional prose for Dr. John, the Night Tripper's, latest
album, "Remedies" (ATCO, SD 33-316). Yet if this adman
were born in Liberia and somehow raised in Louisiana's
Cajun country the ad for remedies might have appeal-for
those born in Liberia and somehow raised in Louisiana's
Cajun country!
Dr. John comes through like a cross between Sammy Davis
and Moms Mabley, no offense to either. First-timers to
"Remedies" are immediately nauseated by side one. And
songs like "Loop Garoo," "Chippy, Chippy," and "Wash,
Mama, Wash" do the job. The chorus to the latter is a Mother
Goose comeback:
Rubba-dubba, rubb-dubba
In your tub.
Wash, mama, wash!
Really deep stuff; that's side one.
Side two exposes the first-time listener (now
semi-conscious) to a 17 and one-half minute melee of even
more unadulterated garbage. When the percussionist seems to
be beating out something outstanding, :in comes Dr. John
croaking more assinine drivel; and the listener knows by now
that he'll be hearing that croak until the record
rejects-blessing him with the din of silence.
If one is tuned-in to Dr. John's dialect, a combination of
contemporary soul and Cajun talk, the album may offer some
merit. But for one not so gifted he'll have to consider the
musical accompaniment. And since the music is likewise as
strange as the lyrics, grossly disintegrated and unmelodious,
the listener bombs-out altogether. Even supposing he listens
to the album enough to let it grow on him, who likes goiters?
Arthur Schopenhauer, the famous German philosopher,
described such noise and noise lovers in "The World as Will
and Idea."
"The amount of noise which anyone can bear undisturbed
stands in inverse proportion to his mental capacity, and may
therefore be regarded as a pretty fair measure of it ... Noise
is a torture to all intellectual people."

Editor:
Becoming Active

Letters are welcome nnd should he
no longer than 250 words typewritten, double apn.ccd. Nome, telephone

DON BURGE
Managing Editor

To the Editor:
In the wake of the
incompetency displayed at the
national and state levels by
President Nixon and Gov. Cargo
during the past few weeks, many
of us in the academic community
may ask what we can actually do
to make out feelings known
outside the University and to see
those feelings reflected in public
policy and actions.
From among several
alternatives, I would like to
suggest becoming active in
partisan politics. It is a reputable
activity, contrary to what many
think. It is difficult and
disappointing at times, hut it is
satisfyinf1, and it works. R. W.
Harris pointed out some
significant recent results of the
political process in last l~riday's
guest editorial and urged active
participation. As a graduate
student and a Democratic Party
official, 1 would also lilce to invite
members of the student body,
faculty, and staff to make the
Democratic Party the vehicle for
involvement. I believe our best
interests lie in so doing for many
reasons perhaps best
demonstrated by current
examples of Republican
I ea d ership. Why, for instance,
should we be surprised at the
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Nixon Cambodian caper? This is
the same old Nixon of the
McCarthy era, the campaign
against John Kennedy, and, more
recently, of the "silent majority";
a man whose word has
traditionally been worthless. At
the State level we have a
Republican of equal stature.
Governor Cargo has, ever since he
decided to make New Mexico his
steppingstonc to Washington,
displayed his duplicity by playing
bnth side~; of every important
iswc, After all, it is difficult to be
for paper mills and against
pollution, for educ1tion and
afjainst supporting it, and for the
Cambodian invasion and against
further involvement,
In the upcoming primary
elections, do we want to stand by
as a Helbing, a Sceresse, or a
Cargo is nominated? I hope not
and invite you to help in the
defeat of candidates who would
attempt to wreck UNM in order
to advance their own political
fortunes and in support of
candidates who will support UNM
and listen to the voice of the
friends of the University. To help,
you can call me at 282·370•!, the
Democratic H1!adq uarters at
242-2688, or the King for
Governor Headquarters at
265·3579.
Don Alberts
•
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Aiken Asks Asks
School
Evaluation
School Evaluation

NM Pioneer Painter to Exhibit Art
39 paintings last year and has
finished 12 since the start of.
1970.
"One thing I've been after
practically all my !ife," Jonson
emphasizes, "is to get the work to
look alive," Even with a complete
absence of a live subject in an
abstract painting, he produces a
vitality with techniques such as
luminescence and instability of
design.
Another major concern of the
artist is the spiritual quality of his
paintings. But this is something
which can't be deliberate, and
can't be planned as such, "I can't
start out thinking I'm going to
paint a spiritual picture.''
·Both the landscape of the
Southwest and Indian design are
other influences in Jonson's
painting, but they have been
translated into completely
abstract terms.

The Gift of Love

•

Zales Diamond Solitaires
~

~
$195

$425

$500

1 Carat
Total Weight

$369
$350

~

$300

$250

~
$250
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SANTA FE (UPI)-An
education specialist from UCLA
today called for formation of a
citizens' "Goals Committee" to
establish priorities and determine
the future of New Mexico
classrooms.
Marvin Aiken, director of the
California University's Center for
Evaluation-the only one in the
nation devoted exclusively to
analysis of educational
systems-told the Legislative
Finance Committee (LFC) the
State Department of Education
has been looking more to
processes than to the end result in
its efforts to upgrade New
Mexico's school system.
He said what a school
ultimately produces in terms of an
educated child is more important
than the number of square feet in
a classroom or the pupil-teacher
ratio and he noted that without
specific goals, continually updated
and tested, a school system
cannot know Where it is going or
what it is doing.
The Department of Education
has just finished the first year of
an extended evaluation program
which has sent 32 teams of
educators to every district in the
state at a cost of $85,989.
The LFC hired Aiken to
evaluate the effort and report its
efficiency.
Aiken said the program-like
most being conducted throughout
the United States-was "process
oriented," rather than "output

Pre.sent at the dedication
ceremonies of Parish Memorial
Library were Dean William J.
Parish's widow Mrs. Parish, Tom
L. Popejoy, former UNM
president, and Dean Robert
Rehder, of the school of business
and administrative sciences.

· Dedication

Summer Entertainment
Offers Varied Program
Students attending UNM's
summer session can choose their
entertainment from a wide variety
of events.
Already scheduled are three
musicals, two ballet programs, a
series of chamber music recitals,
movie classics, exhibitions by two
nationally-known abstract artists,
and the popular Forest Service
1 e c t ures about the Sandia
Mountains
The musicals will be performed
by the Albuquerque Civic Light
Opera Company in Popejoy Hall.
"Desert Song" is scheduled for
June 11-13 and 19·21, "Guys and
Dolls" for July 17-19 and 24-26,
and "Oliver" for Aug. 20-23 and
28-30. Performances will be at
8:15 with 2:15 Sunday matinees.
Ballet West, the regional Salt
Lake City company which ls
partially supported by the New
Mexcio Arts Commission, will
dance in Popejoy Hall June 27
and July 3 with both programs at
8:15. The ballets in the programs
have not been announced.
UNM music department faculty
members will perform in the
chamber music recitals from June
16, 23, and 30, and July 7, 14,
21, and 28.
The film schedule is: June 12,
"Rebel Wi.thout a Cause;" June

17, "Come Back Africa;" June 19,
"One Potato, Two Potato;" June
24, "The Committee;" June 26,
"The Fixer;" July 3, "The Time·
Machine;" July 10, "Mickey
One;" July 31, "The Magus;" and
Aug. 3, "Poor Cow.'' Showings
will be at 7 and 10 p.m. in the
Union theater. Admission to the
June 12, June 19, and July 10
films will be 25 cents. Others are
50 cents.

New Mexico Lobo
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N .M., 87106
Editorial Phone ( 505)
277-4102, 277-4202
The New Meldco Lobo Is
published daily every regular week
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo are
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial board of The Lobo.
N othlng necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.
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MANILA (UPI)-About 100
students were arrested Tuesday
night for disrupting a session of
the Phillippine house of
representatives. The students
burst into the hall in downtown
lVI ani Ia and interrupted
proceedings.
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Exchange-A-Tape
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NEW McCartney 8 trock

reg. 6.98 Now 3.99
NEW Jim I Hendrix ST
"Band of Gypsies"
reg. 6.98 Now 3.99

ance at the track or around town.

ZALES®
JIWELERS

Were nothing without your love.
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SEGAL

Student Accounts Invited
Downtown 318 Central SW

Winrock Center

Five Points Shopping Center

All locations op~n Fridays 'till9 P.M.

NEW live Cream BT
reg. 6,98 Now 3.99

CYCLONE HEADERS

SCHIEFI:R 0 AIRLIFT

l!

DELCO SHOCKS AND BATIERIES
781!1

NEW 3 Dog Night ST
"It Aint Easy"
reg. 6.98 Now 3.99 '

CRANE CAMS

MII:KEYTHOMP'SON

inquire about our
student discount
7415 Menaul NE

THE BEST IN THE
NEWEST & HEAVIEST
SOUNDS

I

automotive products for the best perform-

EDELBROCK

Military Info
A conference on military
counseling Friday, May 29 to
Sunday, May 31 will consider the
aspects of military personnel.
Location of the conference has
not been confirmed, but more
information may be obtained by
calling Sig Martinez at 268-8871.

LYON
FOR

State Representative
DEMOCRAT -

DISTRICT 8

The University Can Have A Voice
VOTE JUNE 2!!

. ·-,

·,

Students Arrested

l

distributors of the most complete line of

e

should be tested a few at a time
with various groups of children in
the classroom,
He also called for a parallel
study of the goals to keep them
relevant and up to date. Such a
study, he said, would free present
instructional experts who now are
occupied with the field survey. He
said the state's experts should be
concentrating on trouble spots
and "working intensively" with
specific districts rather than in
conducting the evaluation itself.
"This is critical" said Rep. John
J, Mershon, D-Otero. "we spend
78 percent of our total general
fund on education and the results
have been questionable. The
legislature never has been able to
get a handle on this. Now with the
hiring of Aiken I think we've hit
pay dirt.''
-

corresponding-

secretar~.

Grambling Exchange

,I

HOLLEY

oriented" as it should be. He
noted a thorough atudy of goals in
the e d ncational svstem
automatically would produce data
on processP.s in the classroom, but
said at present it would be
impractical for the legislature to
attempt to set up specific
guidelines because not enough
data was available.
Aiken said neither the state
board nor the State Department
of Education should presume to
tell the people of New Mexico
what their goals in education
should be. He said the citizens
themselves should determine that,
and he urged appointment of the
statewide committee to draft a list
of goals after a series of statewide
hearings.
He said the goals then should
be given priorities and that they

New officers for Mortar Board,
senior women's honorary, were
elected recently.
Karen Sellers, an education
major from Midland, Texas, was
elected president. Marcia
Summers, a psychology and
pol tical science major, elected vice
president.
Jeanelle Livingston will serve as
recording secretary, Harriet U'Ren

was e I ected

Applications are being accepted
from UNM students for the
exchange program with Grambling
College in Louisiana next year.
Under the program, two
students from Grambling will
come to UNM, and two UNM
students will go to Grambling.
The students sent to Grambling
will pay regular UNM tuition and
room and board.
Applications should be brought
to Vice President Lavender's
office. A 2,5 grade point is
required, and the deadline is June
15 .

'

street and strip

•

Mortar Board

Specialis~

Jonson Shows Set Sunday

The 21st annual summer approach.
More recently, during an
exhibition of paintings by
Raymond Jonson opens Sunday ex.hibition entitled
at Jonson Gallery, 1909 Las "Albuquerque" at the Great Jones
Lomas NE, and continues through Gallery in New York, Jonson was
compared with Hans Hofman by a
August.
The exhibition will open with a writer who claimed he would be
reception fl'Om 3 to 6 p.m. a nationally known painter if he
Thereafter the gallery will be open had been working on the East or
from noon to 6 p.m. ·except West Coast rather than in the
isolation of New Mexico for more
Mondays.
Included are three paintings than 40 years.''
Now professor emeritus of art
done in 1968, nine from last year
at
UNM, Jonson was the 13th
and five examples of this year's
American
artist to be elected
work. Featured is his most recent
work, "Curvilinear Cycle," a laureate member of Delta Phi
Delta, national honorary art
group of three paintings.
Now 78 years old, Jonson was fraternity composed of some of
New Mexico's pioneer abstract America's greatest artists.
Although his career as an artist
painter and has received wide
now spans more than 60 years,
recognition for his work.
As ·early as the 1930's, he was ·Jonson still averages eight hours a
described as the only American day either painting, preparing
artist then working who had paints, or doing other work
achieved a completely abstract related to painting, He completed
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I-lEW Iran butterfly
J6throw Tull

Choose any 5 tapes FREE
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You own the sun
Child of Aquarius. Sun worshiper ...
Coppertone takes you back to nature with a
deeper, darker, richer tan ... faster.
And there's a Coppertone tan that's just
naturally right for you. Eleven fabulous
blends. Make Coppertone a part of
your bag ... beach
bag, that is.
~·,t·

*%~,

J~.

·. Coppertone~
P.S)For a totally different sun

e"petience try new Coppertone
Tanning Butter (cocoa butter and
coconut oil). Wild!

Learn the Stimulating
Oriental game

"GO"
We have compact sets, boards,
stones and instruction books.
We also have carved wood.
soap stone and
ivory chess sets.

On the Mall 22156 Wyofnlna: N.E. 20B-S4M
8725 Fourth N,W. 8SaH120

Both locations open 7 deya !1-w&ek

Want Free and Honest Union

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The Indochina• war was
described on the Senate floor Tuesday as a cancer eating at
the fabric of American Society. But Republican leaders
said the public was solidly ·behind the expansion of the
conflict into Cambodia.
Led by Sen. Stuart Symington, D-Mo., a former Air
Force secretary, backers of still anti-war legislation,
blamed Vietnam and Cambodia for setbacks in the stock
market, campus disorders, diplomatic "disasters", and the
loss of faith by citizens in their government.
Symington, in an uncharacteristically emotional speech,
charged that the war had created a "cancer on the world's
future." He said it had "resulted in heavy financial reverses
for millions of Americans" and was
responsible for murder indictments against
servicemen accused of killing Southeast
Asian civilians.
"And the youth of the country continue
to protest, because they are unwilling to die
for a cause in which they do not believe," he
said.
A pending amendment to block funds for
retaining U.S. ground troops in Cambodia
won unexpected support, meanwhile, from
Nicholas De B. Katzenbach, attorney general
and undersecretary of state in the Johnson
administration.
Katzenbach, who clashed bitterly with antiwar senators
when he was in office over President Lyndon B. Johnson's
legal authority to carry on the war, said Congress not' only
has the legal right to impose the restriction but passage of
the measure was "a matter of great national importance."
President Nixon, who opposes the amendment, met for
90 minutes with GOP congressional leaders but they
reached no conclusions on how to block or sidetrack the
measure.
Sen. Hugh Scott, Pa., and Rep. Gerald R. Ford, Mich.,
the top Republican floor leaders, both said they found
surprising support for Nixon's Cambodian policy in
weekend trips to Ohio and Pennsylvania.
The antiwar measure, sponsored by Sens. John Sherman
Cooper, R-Ky., and Frank Church, D-Idaho, appeared to
have enough support for passage. Scott said he was still
trying to work out a reasonable compromise to spare the
administration what would be regarded as an embarrassing
defeat.
Backers of the amendment, however, contended it
would force military commanders to do nothing that
President Nixon has not already pledged-a withdrawal of
troops from Cambodia by June 30 and no ftirther
expansion of the war.

G.O.P. Leaders
Claim U.S. Public
Behind Step-Up
In Indochina War

Where Beauw Is Our Business

Represe~tation?

The workers at the University we believe need a Union to honestly and fairly represent them in bargaining for wages and conditions with the University Administration.
Believing you need a Union, we also believe you are entitled to the best equipped
Union to serve you.
Nationally we are the largest Union in the Building and Maintenance Crafts. This
is also true within the State of New Mexico. There have to be reasons and the reasons
are simple.
(1) Better service to our people.
(2) Leadership who are adept at finding the answers to problems.
(3) Our Local Unions are based on the true democratic principle that all men are
created equal and are entitled to equal representation.
(4) The membership of our Union run their own Locals with guidance and assistance from leadership of the Council.
(5) We have properly trained leader~ who have the knowledge to negotiate for
the members the very best possible in wages and conditions.
(6) They are supported by a competent staff of attorneys and economic advisers.
(7) We use a strike as a weapon of last resort. Only after all bargaining has failed, and only after the majority of the members working at the University voted would
we call a strike. However, make no mistake about it, if the members voted to strike and
a strike was called, we would use every legal means to win the strike, including calling on all other Unions for their support.

There are many more reasons. Don't· be mislead by propaganda. If you vote for
us to represent you, we can and will negotiate for you an agreement which you will be
proud of. No worker has any guarantee of a job, promotion or benefits without a contract and a Union to enforce that contract.
·
A meeting will be held at University of I'Jew Mexico Union Ballroom on Saturday,
May 23, 1970 at 3:30 p.m. to explain the Union. We will also answer questions openly.
Professional, Maintenance &
Service Employees, local #
Affiliated with New Mexico
District Council of Carpenters, AFL-CIO
Gilbert Vigil, Organizer

Flagpole Def~ndants Injured
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1sf Quad Broadcast Set
The first quad st"ereo broadcast
in New Mexico will be aired
Sunday afternoon, as a combined
production of KUNM-FM (90.1)
and KHFM (96.3).

The two stations will broadcast
a concert by the Cleveland
Orchestra from 3 to 5 p.m.
"To receive the concert in four
channel stereo it is necessary to
hav-e two com pi ete stereo
receivers," Steve van Dresser,
KUNM station said.
One set tuned to KHFM should
• be at the front of the room where
the person is listening. The other
set tuned to KUNM, should be
placed at the back of the room.
Van Dresser said, "We are a
regular subscriber to the Cleveland
Orchestra syndication. we·
received a notice about two
months ago that a special four
track recording of the program we
wlll air May 24 was available to
subscribers."

Direct From the Tonight Show
the D~l Norte Band Boosters
present

Mr. Clark Terry
in concert with

the Del Norte Stage &
Concert Batnd
May 28-8:00 p.m •.
SUB Ballroom
•

tickets available at the door
Adults $1.50-Students $1 ,QO
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Assistant DA Claims No Knowledge

Joint KUNM-KHFM Program

The Board of Regents of the University just submitted a· budget of 58 million for
the current year. Who appeared before the regents to represent the workers? How
much of the budget is for workers salary? Where could some of the money have been
shifted so as to help the workers?
The teachers and professor:s are organized. They have spokesmen before the Legislative Finance Committee and also bargain with the school administrators for their
salaries. Why not you?

Wednesday, May 20, 1970

Wednesday, May 20, 1970
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Claiming no knowledge that the
five people charged in connection
with the recent flagpole incident
are black students, Assistant
District Attorney Don Wilson said
he "didn't even know that one of
them had been injured."
During a student strike to
mourn the deaths of four Kent
State Ohio students and protest
military actions in Cambodia, a
confrontation resulted in injuries
for blacks and whites allegedly
fighting over whether or not the
flag should have been lowered to
half staff.
The five black students indicted
on charges of aggravated assault
and battery face prosecution by
the district attorney's office. "The
complaint was filed by an officer
who was told by witnesses at the
scene what had happened," said
Wilson.
A Black Student Union
statement said ASUNM Senator
Sam Johnson "was attacked by a
white male which resulted in the
loss of two teeth and an injured
lip while he was performing

Montoya -Refuses
Debate Challenge
Sen. Joseph Montoya Friday
answered a challenge made by
democratic senatorial primary
opponent Rick Edwards to an
open debate by saying "there is
nothing to debate."
Montoya said "my record is an
open book" at a democratic
political rally at Alamogordo. in
answer Edwards' statement earlier
that "the junior senator
(Montoya) is one reason why the
people hold a very low opinion of
the p~ofession of politics."
Edwards questioned Montoya's
"·affluence" after serving 34 years
in the U.S. Senate. He said in an
open letter written to Montoya on
Saturday, May 16, "since the time
you were elected you have
accumulated immense wealth."
The letter stated Montoya had
"voted against financial disclosure
measures on 14 occasions."
The letter quoted Montoya as
saying, "I would be more than
happy to provide answers," and
again asked for a public debate in
Spanish and English so that
people can "ask questions and
hear the answers."
lllllllllllliliiiT!IIIilllliliiDIIIIIIIITIIIIfliiiiiii!IIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIII/IIIillillllr.llllllllllll/llllil[
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Hair Designs for Men

offici a~ duties as Senator in
attempting to lower the flag."
Johnson, allegedly was
performing his official duties
when "attacked by a group of 10
to 15 white athletes" said an
American Civil Liberties Union
press release. The release also
states "Johnson requested
criminal action against his
assailants" but was not given the
opportunity to make such a
complaint.
Wilson said "17 witnesses
voluntarily came in and gave
statements resulting in the charges
against the blacks. He said even
though it turned out not to be
serious, "the victims could have
gotten killed."
Although charges were brought
against Johnson and the other
bl&cks involved in the incident the

ACLU release says, charges against
white athletes who "attacked"
Johnson have not been attempted
"during the investigation
conducted by the district
attorney's office."

OKIE'S

DIRECT READING
SCUBA WATCH
by Favre-Leuba Watch & Chronometer Co.
Instantaneous direct dial to 160'
Decompression zones with Time lapse
indicated in red Stainless
case, screwdown crown
Scuba bezel notched to
prevent shifting

10¢ BEER
Every Wed. 5-6 PM
Central At University
~######.##########~~

ENGLISH

6

Favre-Leuba watches available exclusively at

jEWELERS

4/29,4/30,5/1,5/2,5/3

"The Unusual as Usual"
6609

MENAUL BLVD.,

N.E.

TELEPHONE

Su•n•ttCrtittte•••

and·the living
is easy!
riow year-rowtd living and
dining at the College Inn.
Be good to yourself- and your pocketbook! Live at the College Inn this
summer and the coming semesters. It's
college living at its best. For here, we do
everything for you, except study. Here,
you'll enjoy heaping helpings of the
finest food on campus. Here, we'll
dust and clean and change the linen
for you. Moreover, there are laundry
facilities right on the premises. Dry
cleaning is pick1~d up and delivered.
And here, you can have as much
or as little of the social whirl as you
want-when you want it. All this ...
now at low, low rates. Plus, by signing
up now for summer, you get first
choice of choice sites for the fall
semester. Do it today!

~o-gells,

lacquers
or nets used
Three Barbers

Ron Cisneros-Tom To pia-Ben Mod rid

I

Appointments Available
Please Call

268·4480

303 AshNE
Phone 243-2881

25.5-4371
The finest mens hair desig11
shop closest to campus .

The College Inn

2914 Central SE

Unsurpassed for college living
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Rep. Malry Criticizes
National Guard Action

Patronize Lobo Advertisers

LUTHERAN &
EPISCOPAL
worship services :
LUTHERAN

at 11 :00 a.m.
The Rev. Richard Elliott
EPISCOPAL at
9:30a.m. & 5:00p.m.
The Rev. William Crews
at

canterbury chapel
university at ash n.e.

Rep. Lenton Malry,
D-Albuquerque, yesterday told
The Lobo he was "appalled about
the National Guard being called
out (during the student strike)
when they weren't needed."
Gov. David Cargo, said Malry,
should bear "a great part of the
responsibility" for injuries
suffered May 8 when guardsmen
bayonetted 10 people in the Mall
since "the final responsibility rests

Nominate and Elect

Denis Cowper
The only qualified REPUBLICAN for
DISTRICT JUDGE POSITION 8
20 years experience in the District Court
UNM Graduate Law 1950
UNM Parent Past, Present, and Future (I hope)
"Times Change The Laws11
Paid for by Cowper for Judge Comm.
Aveline Gutierrez treas.
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The UNM faculty yesterday defeated a proposal to temporarily extend the
powers of the Student Standards Committee to hear grievances against
faculty and administration members.
The proposal, defeated by a 101-75 vote on a motion to table, was drawn
up by a subcommittee of the all-University Governance Committee.
The recommendation would have allowed Standards to hear complaints
. "against any member or group of members of the University academic
community" brought by "any other member and given it ·
the authority to recommend "penalties or sanctions,"
censure, mediate, or dismiss a case brought before it.
The proposal excluded "the rights a faculty member has
to request a hearing before the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee," and ruled out the hearing of
complaints "within the jurisdiction of other judicial
bodies, or "against general rules or regulations."
In other action the faculty passed a policy setting up
rotating department chairmanships, and supported
establishment of an Albuquerque area junior college.
The policy guidelines ask that an evaluation be made of
all departmental chairmen by Jan. 1, 1971 and that
chairmen be given terms of office of four years and serve "ordinarily" for no
more than one term.
Chairmen still may be replaced during a terms of office as the policy
"does not abrogate the long-standing University policy that chairmen serve
at the pleasure of the deans."
The faculty unanimously voted to support a community junior college for
Albuquerque. Robert Loftfield, chairman of the biochemistry department,
introduced the resolution and said "there is a desperate need for
sub-baccalaureate training programs."
A second resolution calling for the faculty approval of two year associate
degrees be awarded for para-professional courses of studies such as law
librarians and laboratory technical assistants passed also unanimously.

NEW

MEXICO LOBO

I

WORLD NEWS

with him alone."
He said the young, untrained
By United Press International
guardsmen ''over-reacted" in .
stabbing newsmen, students, and
innocent bystanders.
Senators Ike Smalley and
WASHINGTON-President Nixon said Tuesday lower than expected
Merrill Taylor, members of the government revenues would leave the federal budget in the red both
Legislative Universities Study this fiscal year and next. He proposed an: "antipollution" tax on lead
Committee, said Malry, "are off used in gasoline to help take up some of the slack.
and running on their witch-hunt."
Nixon released a statement at the White House saying that the
government
would run a deficit of about $1.8 billion in the fiscal year
If committee members are
ending
June
30 and approximately $1.3 billion in the one that follows.
afraid to come to UNM as a
The
President
proposed a $4.25 a-pound tax on the lead used in
committee, they should visit the
vehicle
fuel,
the
equivalent
of about 2.3 cents a gallon, to raise $1.6
campus individually and listen to
students' grievances. They do not billion in revenue and encourage motorists to stick to unleaded fuel.
Russell E. Train, chairman of the President's Environmental Quality
have to agree with what students
Council,
said lead was one chief cause of air pollution.
say, but they should listen, said
Tax
revenues
for the current fiscal year are falling $3 billion below
Malry,
earlier estimates while spending is expected to be about $300 million
"We have failed on this score," higher than was estimated in February, the President said.
he said.
As a result, the $1.5 billion budget surplus projected in February
Malry also said he believes deteriorated to a $1.8 billion deficit.
Smalley, Taylor, and other
For the fiscal year beginning July 1, the President estimated spending
committee members "don't have a would increase by $4.8 billion over his original budget, boosting the
clear picture" of what is total to $205.6 billion.
happening at UNM because they
At the same time, he estimated a $2.2 billion increase in
make their judgments from Santa revenue-dependent upon $1.6 billion fuel lead tax and a $1.5 billion
Fe, Deming, and other areas far speed up in gift and inheritance tax collections which he requested
removed from the University,
earlier. ·

Nixon· Calls for Antipollution Tax

YOU KNOW WHAT READING DYNAMICS
CAN DO FOR YOU • • •

Standards
Extension

Defeated

•,'

Angry Students Block Police
JACKSON, Miss.-A crowd of angry black students, claiming that
valuable evidence might be jeopardized, prevented a group of
Mississippi highway patrol investigators Tuesday from removing
sections of a dormitpry where two youths were shot to death .
Several investigators and workmen from the patrol's crime laboratory
showed up on the Jackson State College campus to remove panels in
Alexander Hall that had been riddled by bullets.
About 275 students at the black college clustered in front of the
women's dormitory and their leaders told the investigators to go away,
The investigators left, without their evidence.

Union Occupiers Receive No Penalty

44 More Protestors Convicted

WARNING
On Feb. 17, 20, 25, and March 3, 1970 the Lobo ran advertisements for International Student Exchange Association, P.O. Box
1356, Pomona, Calif., 91766. On April 20, and May 1, 1970 the
Lobo ron advertisements for the Mailbox, P.O. Box 2417, San
Francisco, Calif., 94126. Since that time checks for these advertisements have been returned to the Lobo and the Lobo has been
notified that their accounts have been closed.

• • •

AND NOW IS THE TIME TO ENROLL

THREE CLASSES ARE BEING OFFERED THIS SUMMER. THESE CLASSES ARE COMPATIBLE WITH ALMOST ANY JOB, CLASS, OR VACATION SCHEDULE. CLASSES WILL

downtown
CENTRAL
at SECOND

ninety-seven
WIN ROCK
Center

BE OFFERED IN THE MORNING, AFTERNOON, OR EVENING. TAKE YOUR PICK NOW.

NO. 1

NO. 2

NO 3

TUES. JUNE 16-1 PM

SAT. JUNE 20-9 PM

207 DARTMOUTH DR. NE

MIRAGE III~-the third part of the 1970 yearbook will be sold on a
reserved basis. Number of copies printed will be determined by number of
copies reserved.
MIRAGE III will include senior class pictures, photographic
documentation of the strike and campus activities during the year, plus
a complete sports wrap-up,
MIRAGE III--RESERVED COPIES FOR NON-SUBSCRIBERS
($2 may be included for a definite subscription)

ALLABOUTDIAMONDS
ID #

ame
Address
City

State

Non-subscribers with reserved copies and paid subscribers will have first
rights to purchase or pick up their copies of Mirage II I. Mirage III
will be published in June. Copies will be mailed to seniors and

indiYiduol• who
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Suspect

Fifty more defendants are scheduled to

appear before District Court Judge Paul
Larrazolo today. Unless the pattern is
broken, no penalty is expected to be given.
Larrazolo termed the incidents of May 8
"unfortunate events," but said the
defendants were, in view of the testimony
Monday, unquestionably in violation of the
temporary restraining order. The order was
read by police to protestors occupying the
Union at around 6 p.m. on May 8.

r
"The mothers of America have still to go into action, and I believe this is a battle that
the Pentagon cannot win. In the mothers of America I do still see some hope for the
world."
Arnold J. Toynbee, N.Y. Times
May 10, 1970

STUDENTS! SEND THIS STATEMENT HOME!
President Nixon has widened the war in Indochina despite widespread public concern and
against the first advice of growing numbGrs of legislators, government experts and scholars who say
the war is futile and diverts re.oources from pressing social need:. By so doing, the President is dividing and polarizing our society, setting American against American, race against race, young
people against one anothdr, and parents against their children. lnstLad of uniting our people as he
promised, he dismisses young people who oppose the war by labelling them "bums" and by impugning their patriotis.n.
We as wo: ...en of the acade'11ic community, as teachers and parents, believe that in this
crisis it is our obligation to declare our support of young people in tfK·ir desire to stop the war now.
We must not give in io those who would separate us from ancl set us .;~gains! our children.
We urge all parerts to declare themselves by signing thi~ statement and by working to
change governmental policies in the direction of peace, justice, and a better society and away from
war-making.
Claude-Marie Book
University of New Mexico

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
265-6761

I;\

'rhe rosebush shown above is
being held without bond in city
jail for questioning in connection
with the alleged stabbing incident
of KOB newsman Bill Norlander
May 8 during a National Guard
maneuver on the UNM r.ampus.

Another 44 defendants were found in
contempt of court yesterday, bringing to 64
the number of people convicted of
disobeying a temporary restraining order to
clear the Union May 8.
District Court Judge John McManus Jr.
set no penalty. However, he extended the
restraining order by 120 days, making it
effective until mid-September.

Invite your parents to join a Nationwide
Parents for Peace MOVEMENT

SUMMER SERIES

WED. JUNE 10-7 PM
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Our Helpful "Blue Book"
Buying a diamond for the first time? Or even thinking
about it in the next few months? Now is the time to
stop in and get your first comprehensive information
about these beautifully mysterious gems. We will be
happy to show you a selection of qualities from our
fine stock and explain the subtle points that establish
the per carat price of every diamond. Also, pick up
your free copy of the American Gem Society's helpful
36 page booklet on "Diamonds" which gives accurate
information on grading and pricihg. No obligation, of
COUrse, Stop in SOOn !
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

@

ALL PARENTS ARE INVITED TO SIGN

IVIariarch Travel Inc.

243-13.,1
_:.complete Trave/. ServiceNo Charge For Our Service
Tour and cruise arrangements for travel everywhere and
anywhere, domestic and, Europe, and worldwide, escorted or independent.

Mother's signatu~e - - · - - - - - - - - - - Father's signature
Address-----------------·-----------------------------------------City
State
Zip
Street
Student's signature

----~------------------------------------School-----------P.S. May we use your name for newspaper advertisement? 0
Please return to:
·
Parents for Peace
Ortega Hall 104
UNM, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

tor more information and a brochure call

AIR~ RAIL- STEAMSHIP

1support the statement of the University of New Mexico Parents for Peace.

If you are interested in helping to organize Parents for Peace in your community, please check

SEE A YOUTHFUL EUROPE
WITH BRITISH STUDENT ESCORTS.
VARIED PROGRAMS. LEISURE
TII'•IF. WITH PERSONAL FREEDOM
ON A S.T.O.P, TOUR

0

Lobby-National Building, 505 Marquette, NW
Pat Heckler, Agent; Shari King, Agent

Monar~ch

Makes Memories
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The Student Union Child Care
Center, under the direction of a
student co~;nmittee consisting of
Terry Toomey, chairman, Dondi
La Rue, secretary, and Louise
Billotte, director, will begin
operating for the fall, 1970
semester.
The center is being set up to
accommodate children from six
months to six years of age, with a
tentative ratio of one adult to
every 10 children. In addition to
the full time director and
secretary, parent participation in

Child Care Center
Will Open in FOil

Wednesday, May 20,1970
the classrooms will be actively·
sought.
Those parents interested in
enrolling their children in the
program, are asked to return the
following completed information
to the Child Care Office, Union
room 215.
The purpose of this
information is not to reserve space
but merely to indicate desire and
need on the part of parents.
Actual registration will be in
September on a first come first
serve basis.

Tamales .... : . . . . . 29¢

Tostadas . . . . . . . . . . 27¢

with bean ...... . 24¢

Enchiladas

Frijojles . . . . . . . . . . 27¢

with meat

Chiliburgers ....... 27¢

combination . . . . . 48¢

Open Monday thru Friday

to

u,

48¢

Saturday ll to 9:30, Sunday 11 to 10, 1830 Lomas Blvd. N.E.

Presents

New Mexico's First

QUAD STEREO
BROADCAST

________________________________
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Staff - - - - - - - - Teaching staff - - - - - Name of child(ren) - - - -

.
.
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UNM law students Friday night
accepted 39 awards, capping an
academic year of intense
community and campus
involvement.
In the annual awards banquet
held at The Lamplighter, Ben
Moya received a complete set of
New Mexico's statutes, presented
by the New Mexico Bar
Foundation.
Moya, with Bruce Keith and
Lanny Sigler, also won $50 gift
certificates from the Allen Smith
Co. Moya and Keith, with Daniel
Sanchez, Conard (cq) Metcalf, and
Harry Tucker, won books from
Hornbook.
Dean's Awards went to ,lohn
Echohavyk, John. Kulikowski, J.
Lee Ktmbrell, Bruce H,gskett,
Keith, Tom L, Popejoy Jr.,
Leonard Espinosa, Jim Dines,
Kenneth Sorensen, and Robert
McGeorge,
The Margaret I{eiper Dalley
Awards of $20 each went to
Edwin Macy
Noelle
L'Hommedieu, and' Charles Shaw.
Larry qienn won the Joseph Meek
Award 1n Tax, a $25 prize.

This enterprising UNM student
Used his ingenuity in a silent
retaliation against other "kiss my
bumper'' stickers. The
strategically placed patch also
serves a practical function.

Half Mast

I

. I'
1.

I'

U Offers Art Courses

Art courses for children 6 to 13 the department of art education
years old will be offered for six in cooperation with the UNM
weeks this summer at UNM.
division of continuing education.
Classes for the 6·9 age group
Classes are limited to 20 in each
will be Tuesday and Thursday age group. Registration can be
completed at the continuing
from 10 until noon.
Children 10 to 13 years old will education center, 805 Yale NE
meet Monday and Wednesday at from 8 a.m. until noon and 1 to 5
the sa1ne hours. The first classes p.m. Th<> $25 fee includes all
are June 15 and 16.
supplies.
A variety of creative art .~-~~~~~iiXiiOii:.O;;c;QiDiieii
experiences will be included, with
TURNEY
clayworlt, construction, and film
mot o rc 'J c 1e s
making along with sculpture,
1
·
p rt
5a os • 5~rv.ce
drawing, and painting.
a s
Classes will be in the a~t
BSA-JAWA- llrlcgestone
b Ul'ld'mg Ill
• t 11e
HUSQVARNA-BliLTACO
,
e d u ca t 10n
PENTON
southeast part of the education
lo as 81 d NE
_
8206
256
~omplex. They arc conducted by... •
m .,;_
.. • _
_9444
__

Joe
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UP TO
$10,000 Per Year
Beginning Salary
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Honors Presented
To Law Students
At Annual Dinner

On Sunday afternoon, May 24, 1970,
K.UNM-FM and KHFM-FM will combine
to broadcast New Mexico's first QUADSTEREO program. This broadcast of the
Cleveland Orchestra will be aired at a special
time-from 3:oo-5:oo P.M. To receive this
broadcast in four channel stereo, it is necessary to have two complete stereo receivers.
One set, tuned to K.HFM at g6.3, should be
at the front of the room in whkh you are
sitting. The other, tu.ned to KUNM at go. I,
should be placed to your rear. Through the
medium of four channel stereo, the feeling
of being in rhe concert hall during the con~
cert is brought to new heights of realism.

~

Student

A jury of nine men and three
women was selected yesterday to
hear the trial of four persons
charged with criminal damage to
property and disturbing a lawful
assembly in connection with the
BYU-UNM basketbllll game Feb.
28.
The four charged are Barbara
Brown, Allen Cooper, Larry
Russell, and Willi~m Orzen. The
case is being heard in District
Court by Judge Joseph Angel.
The charges relate to a
garbage-throwing incident at a
basketball game with BYU in
which the floor of the Arena was
damaged by an oily substance
thrown in balloons and the
ballgame delayed 40 minutes.
Jury selection started Monday
when two jurors were named and
12 others were dismissed because
prosecution and defense lawyers
challenged their impartiality.
Attorneys questioned
prospective jurors on what they
knew of the BYU incident, their
political views, especially in regard
to demonstrations, and racism.
0 ne woman was dismissed
because she is a membnr of the
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints (Mormon)
which the BSU alleges
discrimination against Negroes.
Monday morning, Charles
Driscoll protested the presence of
two undercover police agents in
the courtroom. However, Angel
said the men were there at his
request, and allowed them to stay,
Opening statements and
testimony were slated to begin
this morning.

90.1

'

ALBUQUERQUE (UPI)-A
man found dying from an alleged
overdose of narcotics under a tree
on the UNM campus has been
tentatively identified as a
23-year-old who had called
himself a mystic and practicer of
black magic.
Albuquerque police identified
the victim as James Arnold
Rosemond of a community near
Cedar Crest.
Officers said Rosemond was
found under a tree on the UNM
campus Saturday and was rushed
to a local hospital where he died
several hours Ia ter.
Officials said the victim's last
known address before moving to
New Mexico was a communal
group near San Jose, Cal. He was

Phone - - - - - - - - -

To Hear
BYU Case

Combination Plate .. 87¢

n

Address

Jury Picked

Burros red or green

Tacos ............ 27¢

Pagel~

Victim Identified

Name - - - - - - - - -

··~i~L

Bowl of Chili ....... 29¢

27¢
2 for 43¢
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Age - - - - - - - - - - - .

IJUA
meat or cheese
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Employment opportunities for college graduates in
many categories are poor and salaries generally
lower.

THIS IS NOT TRUE
of graduates from good technical schools where, today, two years
of training moy well bring you a higher income thon four years
of college.
t Classes Four Hours a Day, Five Days a Week.

*
*

Part Time Jobs Available.

*

Low Enrollment Fee.

See and Do Training Methods.

tentatively identified from a
postcard which was found in his
possession.
Pol ice said they were
attempting to contact his family,
believed to be living in El Paso,
Texas, for positive identification,
A friend of the victim told police
Rosemond was a mystic claiming
the power to conjure up spirits
and will people to do as he
desired.
Police said he was believed to
have been a friend of Charles
Manson, a self·claimed mystic
charged in connection with the
slaying of actress Sharon Tate.

Patronize Lobi) Advertisers

Draft Counsel
The Law Students' Civil Rights
Research Council and the UNM
Quaker Assn. will present a draft
counselo~· training se.ssion at 7:30
p.m. May 24 at the Friends
Meeting House, 815 Girard NE.
Discussion will concern the
administration and legal structure
of the Selective Service,
·

biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147

1

An investigation conducted by
the police department of
Claremont, Cal. found the
International Student Exchange
Assn. in Pomona to be fraudulent,
said Gerald Slavin of International
Programs and Services.
The executive director is being
prosecuted for charges of grand ·
theft, the Claremont Police
Department announced.
Slavin said the association
"never had any charter or
reservations for any airline," nor
appeared to have any intention of
fulfilling any part of its
advertising.
A bout 60 students were
"taken" for different sums of
money for flights to Europe, he
said.

Faculty and Students!

•.f

Support an
Experienced
Progressive
Friend of the
University.

~ ...
~

···~
:~
. r

BRUCE KING
for
Governor·

For information, call277-4609

Don Alberts, Chairman

THE UNDERGRADUATE SEMJNAR PROGRAM
Classes limited to 15 students. Special early registration. First come, first served. Grading
system: A (counts in grade-point average), or CR (credit)1 or NC (No credit). CR and NC do not
count in g.p.a. All courses are for one-hour of credit.
BROCHURES CONTAINING FULL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE COURSES, TIMES THEY ARE
SCHEDULED TO MEEr, AND REGISTRATION INSTRUCIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE IN
THE U.S.P. OFFICE, HONORS CENER1 ON MAY 25.

Courses Offered in Semester I (Fall>, 1970-71
Humanities Area
Expe1·imental Drama Group-Franklin Dickey (English)
Problem Solving-Ronald Eichorn (Architecture)
The Electronic Gospel and Environmental Theology-Harry D. Johns (United Ministries Counseling Center)
The Space Class-Gerald Johnson (Art) [Student Initiated course]
The Idea of love, Past and Present-George B. Miller1 Jr. (Library) [Student Initiated course]
Literature into Film= The Process of Artistic Transformation-Fred Warner (English)
Science AreaGeobiology of the Seashore-George R. Clark II (Geology)
Technology, Urbanization, and Human Values-M. M. Cottrell (Civil Engineering)
The Biological Basis for Human Individuality-Or. Robert Loftfleld (School of Medicine-Biochemistry)
Human Sexuality-Or. Jack McCabe (Student Health Center)
Parapsychology and Psychic Phenomena-Donald Skabelund (History)
Geology and the Human Environment-lee A. Woodward (Geology)
Social Science Area-

If you can da seventh grade math, like to work with you hands,
like to stand on your own two feet, and want a secure future in
Cl good paying job, ask for information opportunities for men
and women.

Call W. C. Tharp, Area Registrar---247~3271

I·

UNITED ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE

Indians· and the Law-Robert Bennett and Frederick Hart (Law) [Student Initiated course)
Applied Interdisciplinary Approaches to Development-Arthur Blumenfeld (ISRAD)
Nonviolehce-Joanna de Keyser (Music) and William .'::immer (Math.) [Student Initiated
course]
Is There a Black Psychology?-Karl Koenig and John M. Rhodes (Psychology)
Interpersonal Awareness: Self and Others-Or. Robert J. McCarthy (School of MedicinePsychiatry)
Chairman Mao-Jonathan Porter (History) [Student Initiated course]
Man, the State, and Theories of Law-Robert W. Walker (law)

..
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N M Papers Condemn UN M Events

NEW MEXICO LOBO

U Law Program Studies Incidents
Speakers Explain National Guard Stabbings

Criticism, Rage Spurred by Strike, Union Occupation
By ERIC LUCAS
Reaction across New Mexico to
the recent events at UNM range
from criticism, rage, and caHs for
the removal of the Regents to one
lonely voice of support, from the
Bernalillo Times.
An examination of the daily
newspapers across the state reveals
an almost universal condemnation
of the strike, the Lenore Kandel
reading, and the occupation of the
Union.
Typical of the attitudes
expressed is that of the Grants
''Beacon," which editorialized on

f.

May 11: "University students, at
least some of them, appear to be
too mentally and emotionally
immature to recognize the
American system of political
dissent.
"It follows then that if the
UNM students are not sufficiently
mature to express political views
through the usual channels-or so
naive as to believe they can
change the course of events by
mob act ion-they are not
qualified to be part of the
governance. of the University ....
There is reason to wonder if the

kapy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
other localions in Win rock Center,

Sf MMS BUJLDJNG
..... ...._ .. ,

.....

National Building & 120 Madeira NE

I

faculty, particularly the young
graduate assistants, has the
common sense, the balance and
the knowledge of public affairs, to
be permitted a voice in running
the University."
The Roswell "Daily Record,"
in an editorial, said: "It's a little
difficult for us to understand
why, when there are violent
demonstrations in New Mexico,
it's always UNM-never other
colleges.
"Could it be because a number
of faculty members at UNM teach
disrespect for institutions and
government and prime students
for such disgraceful activities such
as occurred on the UNM campus
1as t week-occupying of a
building, refusal to evacuate, etc."
The Sierra County "Sentinel,"
in an editorial on May 7, had this
to say:

Don't Ship It···
STORE IT!!
Free access anytime during office hours
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RENT A LOCKER. A CLOSET, OR A SPARE ROOM
SELF·STORAGE CO. OF AMERICA NOW OFFERS STORAGE SPACE
AT A REASONABLE COST TO RELIEVE YOUR CROWDED
STORAGE SPACE PROBLEMS
RENT SCHEDULES AS FOLLOWS:
Locker Size, 3x4x4'
. .
•
. . . . $2.50 per month plus tax
Closet Size, 3x4x8' . . • . . • .
. $4.50 per month plus tax
% Room Size 6x12x8' .
• • • . . . . $12.50 per month plus tax
1 Room Size 12x 12x8'
. . . • . .
$22.50 per month plus tax
(No cost for access during regular office hours)
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 247-4338
SELF-STORAGE COMPANY OF AMERICA
317 Commercial, N. E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102
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MIRAGE

"With the gutless wonders that
comprise the Board of Regents at
UNM and that 'first this direction,
then that direction' UNM
President Ferrel Heady allowing
Godless-un-American speakers to
adorn the stages of the
University's buildings to inflame
the youth attending school there,
it is no wonder the student body
is reacting in the manner that it
is ...•

"When colleges and universities
invite men like Stokley
Carmichael and women like Jane
Fonda, Lenore Kandel, and others
to stand on stages built with good
American tax dollars and spout
their un-American filth, what can
they expect the students in those
institutions to absorb?
"If Ferrel Heady is not the type
of educator that can make
patriotism and Americanism
popular at the University he
heads , . . LET HIM GET OUT
and find himself a job at a school
these type people support rather
than the position that he holds at
a University supported financially
by GOOD Americans who don't
like what is happening at UNM."
Hop Graham, in a column for
the Lovington "Daily Leader,"
offered this explanation of the
events at UNM: "Students at
UNM invite Lenore Kandel to
come on campus and recite her
dirty 'poetry'. Faculty members
· who are parties to the decision
approve. She comes, reads 'Love
Lust' and other miscellaneous
trash.
"0 stensibly, the reason for
inviting her is to participate in the
exercise of freedom of speech.
The real reason? To embarrass and
humiliate the administration, the
Board of Regents, and all the
'establishment' friends of the
University, who have stuck by
UNM through these trying times,
"The object was to show the
complete and utter contempt
which the militant student and
faculty members hold for the
legislature, the taxpayers who

II

UNM's Practical Law Program
is presently investigating actions
of the National Guard on campus,
stabbing incident at the flagpole
May 6, and the issue concerning
Albuquerque High School, and is
providing speakers to interested
groups to explain the incidents at
UNM during the week of the
student strike,
About 80 law students, mostly
second and third year, are
in valved in the Practical Law
Program, which will continue
through the summer.

support the, institution, and the
general public."
·
W.W. Irvih, in a Jetter to the
editor of the Farmington "Daily
Times," suggested a bumper
sticker campaign with the idea,
"UNM-CLEAN IT UP OR
CLOSE IT UP."
"To do nothing at this time is
to invite more, and ·greater,
problems in the future ... I am
sure Christ would ha.ve spoken
out," he said.
The Las Cruces "Bulletin," on
May 7, had this comment on the
Lenore Kandel reading:
"The knowledgeable citizen of
New Mexico sees behind the
transparent 'endorsement' of
UNM students in 'inviting' the
Kandel woman to Albuquerque. It
is a 'tit-for-tat' move by
pre-kindergarteners to 'get back'
at mom and pop for the terrible
society in which they must grow
up.
'Those who invited the woman
to Albuquerque should be told if
they wish to wrassle with a pig, to
paraphrase the saying, they should
be told what a pigsty is-they
apparently do not know, for they
created one and they wallowed in
the filth."
On the other hand, on May 15
the Bernalillo "Times" had this to
say:
"Who can help but comment
on the density of the executive
mind? The nation had just
experienced the stupid,
murderous actions of 'national
guardsmanship' in Ohio . . . . So
New Mexico, in lame-brain
fashion, follows suit-topping it
really, since UNM is a non-violent
campus where the strikers ...
were in truth actually getting
cooperation from the city police
and other authoriti'es in their
peaceful demonstration, which is
the American way, so we are told,

see what legal action they might
and run incident at Stanford and Subcommittee, which was
take," Eaves said.
· Central May 6.
established to do research and ?.Jd
A subcommittee to study the
Another group, the Historical defense attorneys in criminal
Report Committee under John trespass charges filed against 130
Albuquerque High School
incident May 8 interviewed
Echohawk, seeks to establish persons by District Attorney
groundwork for law student Alexander Sceresse.
students and teachers from the
high school, U,niversity students; participation in the community
ASUNM Senate allocated
and UNM, and to furnish $2800, and GSA Council
and police involved.
guidelines for handling campus allocated $300 to the program to
'"rhe statements show a real
dissent and unrest in the future. help defray costs. The Law School
lack of regard for first amendment
Twelve law students formed the dean's office has given the
freedoms on the part of the
Defense of the Union Occupants program $200.
students," Eaves said.
High school officials consented
to allow law students to speak
befor'e about 20 classes at
The New Mexico Building and Construction Trades Council
Maintenance and Service Employees in their efforts to organize
U.N.M. employees. The Council which represents 14 Building
crafts in the Construction industry throughout New Mexico feel
that Professional, Maintenance and Service Employees can best

·-

represent the Workers in their struggle for Collective bargaining
rights with the University. Reasons cited were the Union's knowledge and experience in the fields of work involved.
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question!
Ever Wonder why your
friends are "Pleased as
Punch" after driving
30 miles south to Belen
to select their diamond
rings at
Trembly's Jewelry?
You Will Be Too !
You will also find out
why our slogan is
"Its Fun to Shop
at Trembly's"
Keepsake-Cherished
01·ange Blossom
Starfire & Encore
Diamonds

=- · · - - --·

TREMBLY'S
~~

The program, headed by
third-year law student Ben Moya,
is divided into two sections: a
Community Relations Committee,
headed by Jim Branch, and a
Legal Committee, headed by Mel
Eaves.
The Community Relations
Committee deals with new~
coverage, provides speakers for
interested groups, and furnishes a
line of communication with
campus groups and bar
associations to encourage their
participation in Law School
programs.
The Legal Committee serves as
a clearing house for testimony,
evidence, and witnesses to campus
incidents, performs legal research,
and coordinates all activities in
cooperation with legal counsel
representing students.
"The program was designed to
prevent duplication of effort. It
acts as a central organization for
funds, public relations, a place
where people can call for
speakers," said Moya.
Branch said his committee is
coordinating efforts with the
strike committee and others
interested in getting spealcers to
various groups,
Forty speeches have been given
or scheduled, and committee
members have called over 300
groups, most of them in Bernalillo
County.
"Our purpose is to clarify issues
concerning what went on at UNM
during the strike. We want to
explain first amendment tights
and ttlll what went on," Branch
said,
Eaves said the Legal Committee
is investigating the incidents at the
flagpole both morning and
afternoon, the hit and run
incident May 6, the Albuquerque
High School is:stie, and the

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
501 YafeSE

Why go to self service?

208 S. Main 864-8632
Belen, New Mexico
Serving New Mexico

Checlc our low prices ••
2¢ Discount per gallon

8ince 191,.?'

lh Block South of

ALL APPROVED

the second stoplight

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

r
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"We have about 70 statements
from witnesses concerning the
National Guard incident, and
about 25 photographs, none of
actual bayonettings. We also have
an architectural blueprint of the
area and are attempting to
reconstruct what happened,
locating people where they
actually were at the time. We are
in contact with all the victims to

~;{~«L~~
tl

,.~========================~

1
Mel Eaves

"The life and limb of the
student, we presume, is less
important to them (authorities).
We have not heard a peep from
these self-appointed guardians of
UNM morals."

on your left

National Guard incident, and is
doing research for defense of the
Union occupants arrested May 8.
The committee collected
witness statements and
photographs of the flagpole
incidents both in the morning and
afternoon of May 6. Eaves said
the committee also interviewed
administration officials about
what they are doing in connection
with the incidents. A copy of the
Student Senate resolution to fly
the flag at half staff from May 5
until May 8 is also on file.

at a meeting Monday, pledged their support to the Professional,

Journalism Building Room 205

..

Pagl,ll8

Albuquerque High to explain first
amendment freedoms.
"We have not found sufficient
facts to put together a case against
Albuquerque High, so our
function is largely to educate the
people . there about the first
amendment," Eaves added.
Law students also collected
.witness statements and
photographs concerning the hit

THE NOW BEER
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OF LIME

·11

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, Gennan, and others ...)
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We Expect Nine WAC Crowns
(Editor's note: With today's
paper being the last issue of the
year, The Lobo has compiled a
short summ!lrY of e&ch sport from
the coaches themselves or the
ye~~r's Lobos.)

Football
Coach Rudy Feldman
summarized his 4-6 team by
saying, "In a game like football, it
is hard to single out any one
individual. One outstanding
performance came from Joe
Hartshorne, who kicked seven out
of eight field goals to win two ball
games. The line and their blocking
is also an essential part of the ball
club that often goes without
recognition."

Basketball
Four out of six of the records
that were broken this year by the
Lobo basketball team were taken

care of by all-WAC selection Willie
Long, Willie was the standout for
the year as the Lobos struggled to
a .500 season.
The four records were 1) Tied
the school scoring mark of 41
points in a single g&me; 2) First
Lobo to score 600 points in a
season, Long hit 621 to eclipse
the ?ld record of ?81 set by Mel
D?mels; 3) Bro~e f1eld ~o~l record
w1th 237, breakmg Dame! s r_ecord
of ~25; and 4) Had t~e h1ghest
sc.ormg average ever w1th a 23.8
chp.

Swimming

Coach John Mechem
mentioned four of his swimmers
for an outstanding year. Robert
M i In e broke three WAC
Conference records and set two
UNM marks, and is being
''considered for all-American,"
according to Mechem.
Rick Klatt also broke two

school xecords and Steve Craven
set two WAC marks. Craven also
broke seven of his own records
which were previously UNM bests.
Eric Phillips placed fourth in
the NCAA championships in the
200 yard butterfly and achieved
all-American status in the 400 and
800-yard freestyle events.
---- Gymnastics
The team was the only UNM
entry in the WAC to walk away
with a championship.
Coach Rusty Mitchell's squad
had many individual stars.
Freshman Seymour Rifkind won
two .WAC individual
championships while Bob Manna
and Stormy Eaton took others.
Other standouts were freshman
Jon Aitken and Dave Repp. Along
with Rifkind, these three
· freshmen give the Lobos a nucleus
which will cause a sensation in the
WAC for the next three years.

You only go around once in life.
So grab for all the gusto you can.
Even in the beer you drink.
Why settle for less?
When you're out of Schlitz,
you're out of beer.

----------
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Wrestling
The Lobo wrestlers ended the
season with a 7-8 won-loss record.
The highlight of the season was
the second annual New Mexico
Invitational wrestling tournament
that saw the Lobo grapplers finish
third out of nine teams.

Baseball
"If you

had to pick one
highlight of the year, the baseball
we played against Arizona would
have to be _it," said Bob Leigh.
The Lobos beat the Wildcats the
first five times they played this
year.
Jim Kremmel pitched a
no-hitter against Arizona in an
effort which marked the
following: 1)First WAC no-hitter;
2) First no-hitter. ever pitched
against Arizona; 3) First time
Arizona was ever swept at home
in WAC competition.
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Summer Lobo Want Ads
4 lines $l.Oo-·Starts June 12

The Lobos finished the season
tied for second in the Southern
Division with a 9-9 record,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Joumallsm Building, Room
mum (;1.40) per time rtm. If ad Is to
159, afternoons preferably or mall.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
CIBSaified Advertising
per word and the Itlinimum number o!
UNM P.O. Box 20
worda to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

Track
Hugh Hackett says his team's
best performance of the year was
at the WAC Indoor championships
where the team got a third place
with 101 points compared to the
winning tally of 131.
He listed the best performances
of the season as Ervin Jaros' 184-1
foot toss of the discus; Chuck
Steffes' 52-01h foot jump in the
triple jump; Ulf Johansson's 256-4
foot heave of the javelin; Chuck
Schuch's time of 13:34.6 in the
three mile; Mike Jones' :51.8
clocking in the intermediate
hurdles; and Phil Quinet's 25-1
foot leap in the long jump.

1)

THREE EMPLOYED responsible UNM
students want to lease or rent furnished
house or apartment nenr campus around
June 1st. Call 277-4198 or 277-3796. 6/20
LIFE-PSYCHOTIC. Fudd and Funk, I
am entangled in environment-your
leader. 6/20
AM LOOKING FOR unfurnished house or
larg-e apartment to rent or sublease beginning June 28. Write Dr, David Larson, 1219 East 63rd Street, Chicago,
lllinols 60616. 6/20
DRIVING TO CONNECTICUT. Need
someone to shnre expenseat driving. 268 ..
4958, 842-8529. 5/20
WANTED: Persons Interested in organizing trip to INDY 500. Ask for Paul or
Stella.. 247-3411 or 865-4516. 5/20
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted from June
1st to Sept. lat. Two bedroom apartment
near UNM. Call 265~754. 5/20
WANT TO RENT: Airman-husband, student-wife want to rent apartment during
summer vacation period only. CMR Box
2598, Kirtland AFB. 5/20

Golf
The high spots for Dick
McGuire's golf team was beating
the top two teams in the WAC,
BYU, and Arizona State, during
the regular season in tournaments.
The team had four promising
freshman who look to help the
team out in the future. They are
Jack Sommers, Paul Simson
Dennis Anderson, and Greg
Harmon.

2)

LOST&FOUND

TIE CLASP left in Rm. 100 Business Ad·
ministration. $60,00 reward. Deniaon.
'2616 Viata Lama NE. 264-1733. 5/20
LOST MAY 9 Zenith transistor radio ln
front of Yatoka HalL Reward. Call 2434228. 5/2Q

Tennis
Tennis coach Joe Ferguson
recalled the highlight of the
season as the Lobos' 4-3 victory
over Texas 'l'ech. "Number five
singles player Tim Russell came
through with a clutch victory over
former number one singles star
Roger Craig, 8·6 in the last set to
pull the win out," said Ferguson.

3)

SERVICES

TYPING: Term Pallors, thea...,, etc. Mrs.
Kinkade, 898-3400. 5/20, 6/12
TYPING-them,., termpapel'>J. Reasonnblc.
344·6182 or 256-1694. 6/20
TEACHERS WANTED: South,;;,.t Teach·
ers Agency. 1308 Central NE (Our
twenty.fourth year). Fre<! reslatratlon,
6/20

5)

BUTTERFIELD ...

ouRO

~

DIAMONDS
~
are_ itt _
~ OUR
~~
REPUTATION:·

FORSALE

25 ft. DODGE SCHOOLBUS camper,
motorcycle rack, Butane retrlgerntor,
light, closets, cupboards, excellent rubber, mecbnnically sound, great buy_ _!795. 2H5 Centrnl NW. Lot 16. 5/20
EXQUISITE diamond white gold wedding
ring set. 265·3ll3. li/20
NEARLY new couch and chair ne,_:
chair. Mlsccllanooua. 205·3113.
MUST SELL I Boas Gult&r and Amp $300
($650 value). 243-7307, 5/20.
1967 VW Convertable in excellent co,dltion. Good tlr.,.. New battery. $1,375.
255-7472. 5/20

Your personal service jeweler
'j

PERSONALS

USED TEN SPEEDS and other bicycles.
346-2223. 5/20
1964 TRIUMPH 1200 convertible. Excellent, 38,090 wifely miles. Below blue book
at $450. Call 277-4812 da)'B, 296-5922
eveninga-Dr. Simone. 5/20
SLEEK 1968 VW Deluxe Sed~n, radio/
heater. $125 under book. 299-9463. 5/20
EPICUREANISM? Find out with carpet.
Call 242-6395. 5/20
1961 STUDEBAKER LARK. Standard
trnnsmlasiol'l, six cylinder, good condi·
tion, clean. Aaking $300.00. 255-7472.
6/20
FOR SALE: Black and white prints of
May 8th peace march and rally, also
pollee and National Guard occupation of
~- 842-5418. 5/20
FOR SALE: Original sand cnat candles,
several sizes and colors. 842-5418. 5/20
EXCELLENT GRADUATION GIFT:
New, 14 carat white gold, 17 jewel
watch, wltlt 10 oinglc cut diamonds, Cost
87.60; now $65. Call 247-2545 or 243-33,9.

4)

FORRENT

SUMMER HOUSING on campus. Kitchen
facilities, linen nervice,_ well fumlahed.
$36/manth. 801 Yale NI!J. 247-2U8. 5/20
PAUK HAVEN APTS. Enioy new pool.
For summer semester. Eight minutro
{rom university, Montltly lease, utilities
paid. 2-4 students ok. Split rent. 844·
4063. 6/20
FURNISHED ROOMS !or rent-fcm.Ue
uppcrc!WJs or grad nLudent. UNM sum•
mer session. For Information cnll 298·
5022. 5/20

6)
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in Washington, D.C., in favor of Tomasson.
the McGovern-Hatfield
The lobby is asking for
amendment.
donations and faculty support to
Similar lobby activities are help send the delegates to
being coordinated "in schools Washington.

Campus

Briefs

!lilllilllllilllllliil!llilililllllilillillllllilllllllllllllilll!lllllllllllllllllllllillliiiiiiiiiiiiiiUIUiilllfi

Las Campanas
Las Campanas will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. in Union room
250 A. All new members should
attend to r11ceive information
before the semester ends.

Faculty Lobby
The Academic Lobby for a
Responsible Congress,
coordinated by Richard
Tomasson, assistant professor of
.sociology at UNM, is scheduled to
send two delegates from UNM to
meet with a New Mexico

LARRY KRAMER and MARTIN ROSEN present KEN RUSSELL'S film of

JOURNALISM MAJORS

Probably the least covered
subjects are at ••.

~

D. H. LAWREMCE•s

"WOMEN IN LOVE"
l!!l COLOR

Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Central N.E.
Noon til Mldnite
Only $1.50

7:15 - 9:40

EMPLOYMENT

DRIVERS NEEDED-train now to drive
semi truck, local and over the road. You
cnn earn over $4 per hour, after short
training. For int.rvlew nnd app!leatlon,
call 506·248-4942 or write Safety Dcp't.,
United Sl'Steln!l, Ine., 2019 Menn.ul Ave.
NE, AlbuqUerque, New Mexico, 87107,
6/13
FIELD ENTERPRISES Educational Cor·
poration of Chi~ngo ncro.a summer help
demonntrating educational materials in
the Albuquerque area. $500 montlt guar-.
antced i£ you qualify. Interviewing May
22 nt Placement Center. Contoct Mr.
Campbell for appointment. 5/20
WAITRESS: apply in pel'!lGn. PlZZA.HUT,
8220 Lom:w NE. 6/20

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

WAN'TED: lmmedlate!y, It pooalble-two
bedroom unfurnished (except for stove
and relrig.) house in UN'M area, preferably wlth garllg'e or biUlcment. 8'2·
GUS morn. or eve. 6/20
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Micheal Stewart
Independent Film Maker

The line Is
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One Man Show
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BELL BOTTOMS
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Sonnet
expertly cut diamond set with
elegant grace ... the perfect
compliment for your Bride-to-bel

•

Sun. May 24
We have other things, tool
Watches
Fine Jewelery

2312 CENTRAL SE
OP~OSITE POPEJOY HALL
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& 4:3o
adm. $1.
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Free U. Schedules Speakers
Editorials

NEW

Faculty Tokenism
In defeating a proposal to allow the
Student Standards Committee to hear
student griev~nces against faculty members,
the UNM faculty yesterday effectively
denied due process to every student on
campus.
The proposal defeated yesterday, by. a
101-75 vote, would have empowered the
Student Standards Committee,· a joint
student-faculty 'body, to hear complaints
against "any member of the University
academic community" and was to be in
effect until a proposal for all-University
governance was drawn-up.
Standards would have been given the
discretion to mediate or dismiss a case,
censure "the parties involved," or
recommend further action. Jurisdiction
would h_;we included complaints about
grades if a student could demonstrate
'~improper non-academic considerations"

ME X ICC

DON BURGE
SARAH LAIDLAW
were used in the grade judgment.
Managing Editor
Editor
Clinging to the phrase "faculty
perogative" and charging interference with
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N~M., 87106
academic freedom, faculty members
opposing the proposal made last Monday's
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102,277-4202
"gesture of good faith" of the grade option
Vol. 73, No. 142
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mere condescending rhetoric,
The adamant refusal of a large number of
faculty members to be questioned publicly Lobo Commentary
by a student represents the greatest obstacle
to establishment of any system, however
watered-down, of an all-University
governance system now or in the future.
The question now is whether the
Governance Committee is going to be able to
work through the summer with any
(Editor's note: The following President of the United States
semblance of enthusiasm considering the article, entitled "Local State what to do."
According to the local sergeant,
reluctance of the many of the faculty to Policeman Gives UNM Account,"
allow a channel of redress for student is reprinted in its entirety from the State Police officers and
patrolmen were tense when they
the Hobbs Daily News-Sun.
grievances.
went on campus about 6 p.m. to
By KATHRYN MORRIS
Casey Church
serve the court order and clear the

State Policeman Relates
Views on Student Stril\:.e

Thank You to Everyone
Today is my 40th day as editor of The
Lobo. I retire, gratefully, until next fall. But
during those 40 days, the University and the
people within the University have changed,
and we have become participants in a more
open and free University.
The Lobo has commented singly on those
issues which havy changed us, such as the
Cooper-Orzen case, the ASUNM elections,
the student strike, and, of course, our five
hour "spat" with the National Guard. So
now I'm going to leave the grandious
statements, and say an inadequate "thank
you" to my staff, and others who have
helped The Lobo since my tenure began.

I find it difficult to express my gratitude
to The Lobo staff, especially Don Burge, the
managing editor, without sounding maternal
and sentimental. The Lobo staff has done a
tremendous job, in my mind, in situations
where they have been put in personal
danger. Thanks, guys.
I would also like to thank ASUNM for
their cooperation with The Lobo and
individual reporters. Special thanks to Sue
Pickett, ASUNM secretary; without Mrs.
Pickett, ASUNM, The Lobo, and no doubt
the University, would not function.
Last of all, thank you to our readers.
Sarah Laidlaw

To The Editor:
Open Attitude
To the Editor:
During the recent unrest on
campus the Aquinas Newman
Center acted as temporary strike
headquarters.
The Parish Synod met Monday
night, and 1) approved of this
action overwhelmingly, and, 2)
voted that the Newman Center
continue to be involved in the
issues, to be a place where free
discussion can be held, positions
taken, and Christian-like action
fostered on campus.
The people of God at this
center desire to communicate this
attitude of openness to the
student body, to say, "you can
count on us to be in the midst of
action."
Unfortunately during the last
unrest a former staff member of
the Center failed to recognize the
will of the community and had
some students leav~> the facility.
For this we apolngize and ask
your understanding that it was
not the will of the community
and it will not happen again.
Don Bruckner

No Longer Silent

' ..

To the Editor:
As one of the silent majority
who no longer wishes to remain
silent, I have decided to announce
myself as a write-in candidate in
the November, 1970 election for
state representative from
Bernalillo dounty, legislative
district eight, which surrounds
UNM.
I feel that the events of recent
times have illustrated the
destructive effects of poor
communications. I say that those
who feel they are fulfilling their
civic duty by payh1g taxes and
abiding the law are copping out.
More is required for civic
responsibility.

Amistad, the Free University
created out of change, is itself in
the process of change with an
expanded number of courses to be
published in a new catalogue June
15, and the development of a
three-week calendar as an outline
of events.
In addition Amistad will move
to office space in the Honors
Center in old Zimmermann
Library July 1 when the Free
University is required to be out of
its present building at Stanford
and Central.
"The Honors Center only has
two offices, a lounge, and two
classrooms, Hopefully we will be
provided with classroom space as
we need it," Amistad coordinator
Gary Mahan explained.
H:owever, after August 21,
Amistad must also be out of the
Honors Center, and Mahan
admitted after that date, "we're
not yet sure where we're going.''

Letters nre welcome and ohould be
no longer than 250 wordo typewritten. double spaced. Nome. telephone
and nddres9 must be included. The
name of the author of the letter will
not be withheld.

Criticism has been leveled at
the University community for
allowing a minority of people to
close the University. Yet, when
one looks at the origin of the
ballots upon which we cast our
. vote, one finds an even smaller
minority in control of that
essential element of our system.
In the interest of encouraging
greater participation and
communieation among all people,
I intend to launch the
aforementioned write-in
campaign. I also feel that student
representation in Santa Fe is
essential.
Persons interested in working
for, or supporting this campaign,
please contact me at 212 Mesa SE,
or phone 842·6346.
Gerald E. Gerken

Guardsman Apologizes
To the Editor:
In response to a Jetter to the
editor in the Albuquerque
Journal, I would like to offer my
personal apology to the students
and the University community at
large for my involvement in the
May 8 National Guard call·up.
Though I intend to complete the
rest of my six-year military
obligation, I have applied as a
conscientious objector. I have
been assured that I will not ever
participate in a civil disturbance in
the capacity of a combatant
soldier.
John F. Bac!l

Gratitude
To the Editor;
I £ind it impossible to even
nearly express my gratitude for all
the help, I've received since being
injured during the peace march
May 8. t can or1ly hope my friends
will understand how very much
their contributions of time,

money, and thoughtfulness have
meant to me and my family.
I also want to thank the
individual who came into The
Lobo office while I was in the
hospital and donated $40 for me.
He wouldn't give his name and
said we didn't know each other,
but just wanted to help.
Knowing there are people like
this makes you think perhaps
peace is not an impossible goal
after all, But until everyone starts
worrying more about who they
can help than who they can put
up against the wall, we will
continue to reap violence instead
of peace.
Charles Andrews

Elections Help
To the Editor:
Closing the University for two
full weeks prior to the Nov. 3
election (Oct. 19-Nov. 1) to
enable students, faculty, and staff
to campaign seems an eminently
reasonable way to channel the
intense protest over the war. This
plan was first proposed at
Prince~on and co·orado, and is
now spreading across the nation.
So as not to shorten the
academic year the first semester
can be extended to close on Feb.
6 rather than Jan. 23; the second
semester can begin on Feb. 9
rather than Feb. 2. This shortens
by a week the intersemester
period, but will allow school to
close only one week later in the
spring.
Such a plan will enable us to
continue our academic activities
in as normal a way as possible and
to have an open period for
political activity. This is both a
means of cooling off the
University and for providing
institutionalized and conventional
channels £or affecting social
change through political activity,
Richard F. Tomasson

Sergeant .Otis Haley, head of
the New Me;g:ico State Police in
this county, who took an active
part in the evacuation of the
Union building at New Mexico
University last week, blames the
disturbances there on Allen
Cooper, who had been kicked off
the campus; and actress Jane
Fonda, who, he said, delivered a
"fiery speech" Tuesday of last
week.
"Cooper," Haley said, "is a
trained agitator. He is 42 years
old, and he has been on the UNM
campus 11 years." Of Miss Fonda
he said, "It would be interesting
to see who lays out her itinerary
for her."
Haley's account of some of the
activities on the UNM campus last
week differ somewhat from
reports provided by news media.
"The National Guard, about
half of whom are University
students, did a good job. They
had been told to form a perimeter
around the Union building, and to
hold it; just stand there with their
rifles at 'ready,' and if they were
provoked to lower their bayonets
so that they would not hit vital
spots.
"Those people who were hurt
just walked into those b.ayonets.
The guardsmen did not 'thrust'
them. And that newsman would
not have been hurt if he had
identified himself. Instead of that,
he walked up to that guard line
an4 tried to force his way
through."
Haley, who was one of 50 State
Policemen who entered the Union
building to remove about 200
persons who were staging a sit-in,
declared he was grateful the
National Guard was behind the
state officers.
"There were about 700 or 800
people roaring around out there,
and the guardsmen kept them off
our backs," he explained. "If they
hadn't been there, we'd probably
have been in serious trouble."
State Police Col. Martin Vigil,
Maj. Hoover Wimberly (who was
stationed in Hobbs several years
ago), and Capt. Milton Matteson
entered the Union building, read a
court order directing the
demonstrators to leave, an~ told
them that any who wished to
walk out could do so without
penalty, but that others would be
arrested.
"About half of them left,"
Haley reports. ''We went in after
the ones who stayed. They
offered no resistance, and we
loaded 36 women and 85 men on
two buses to send them to the
police station.''
Sergeant Haley has only
contempt for the people who
apparentl,V were agitating the
disturbances at UNM. He
described them as "so filthy dirty
you coulc;l smell them 20 yards
away in an open field," and said
they had "filth sores all o11er
them. They don't have enough
respect for themselves to keep
clean and dectmt looking, yet they
march around trying to tell the

building. They had been ordered
to Santa Fe three days before to
be on hand for the governors'
conference, and had been housed
in a bomb shelter on standby the
whole time. "We didn't know
what we would be getting into in
Albuquerque and we were pretty
keyed up."
The tension was broken, however, by a "cute little blonde
(she was filthy dirty, but not bad
looking) who was just standing
around outside the building until
President Heady came out. She
walked up to him and started
cussing him, and she followed him
all the way to his house, calling
him names, including some I'd
never heard before, We got to
laughing at her, and that relaxed
all of us."
Sergeant Haley is convinced
that the demonstration at UNM
was not a spontaneous outburst of
feeling which represented the
majority of student thinking, but
an engineered "happening."
"What it amounts to is that
about 100 individuals got the
whole University closed down,
and they were not all students at
that."
Haley said there were several
funny aspects to the series of
events. He was amused at the
antics of Albuquerque. High
School students who made it
impossible for the demonstrators
to make their "peaceful" march
past the school.
"They ran one hippie up a
telephone pole and then went
round and round like a bunch of
hounds that had treed a coon.
That old boy was hanging on up
there f6r dear life!" Haley says.

Must Find New Home by August
f "Int Septtemfb~r, we're assured
o a 1eas o fwe space and we
hope
·
. . for more · 0 ur m~1n
obJeCtiVes are space and fundmg
f<?r September .. We need some
km~ of Fundmg, from the
U n I v e r s 1t Y , the federal
go':er~n:'ent, p~ivate orgal!'izations,
or mdiVIdu~ls, Mahan said.
He pomted. out. that the
number o~ discussion groups
planned has m':reased: There were
56 courses listed m the last
catalogue (May 25-June 5) and
Maha~ expects more in the
upcommg catalogue.
Amon~ ne~ courses t_o be
offered will be Anarchy: History
and Philosophy;" "Revolution:
T .h e o ~ Y , , Me~ h o? , an d
Alternatives; J~w1sh HistOJ;Y and
the Great .f.ewiS~, Revolutionary
Movements, and Movements for
the,.,Theater."
.
_ .
V!e try to remam as flexible ~s
possible. The catalogue doesn t

Mexico gubernatorial candidate
Br u c e K in g
L · t
,
a
ov1ng
on
newspaper editor who is
a stron
critic of the Free University th~
state coordinator for the John
Birch society, and Albuquerque
Judge Harry Robins
All addresses are ~cheduled at 8
p.m. in the upstairs lounge of the
Free University Building.
King is scheduled to speak
June 30 on his position on higher
education in New Mexico. A
question and answer session will
follow the lecture.
Several other political figures
are being sought as speakers,
Mahan said.
The editor of the" Lovington
"Daily Leader," W. H. Graham
asserted in an editorial there was
"communist influ~nce . _,. present
and most obvwus in Free
University leadership, but added
"the movement is too diverse to
be considered communist."

Graham will speak June 17 on
"The Conservative Press in New
Mexico."
Two days after Graham's
speech another noted state
conservative, J. H. Hoopingarner
state coordinator for the NeV.:
Mexico John Birch Society will
discuss ''A Perspective on
Revolution in Society."
Municipal Judge Harry Robins
will speak June 16 on "anything
that people feel is important."
~he June speaker's program
begms June 15 with a talk by
Peter Caughlin, treasurer of the
Cooperative Rio Grande
Community Credit Union on
"The Credit Union and the ·•
Community."
On June 18 George Springer,
dean of the UNM Graduate
School, will talk on "Wither the
University?" Springer was one of
the backers of the establishment
(Continued on page 2)
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Vigil Defends Guard Use
State Police Chief Martin Vigil said he
would use the National Guard on the UNM
campus again if the circumstances were the
same as May 8.
Vigil discussed his jurisdiction over the
Guard troops deployed on the UNM campus
at the Albuquerque Press Club Wednesday.
Vigil defended the use of the Guard
saying he was unsure of what might have
happened "if we had not had that kind of
manpower there."
However he said he hoped "the whole
exercise might be handled a little differently
next time."
Vigil was in charge of the operation to
remove students occupying the New Mexico
Union building May 8 in defiance of a court
order. Vigil used a unit of the National
Guard, state and Albuquerque police and
campus security officers. State police made
the arrests of 131 persons remaining in the
building. Guardsmen were used to clear the
Mall around the Union building after the
arrests.
Vigil called the Guard on the campus, but
said Wednesday he did not know who gave
the order for the Guard to arrive with
unsheathed bayonets.
Eleven persons were injured in the Mall
clearing maneuver.
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Vigil said he never discussed with Gov.
David Cargo, or Gen. John Jolly, state
commander of the Guard, "the use of
bayonets or live ammunition at any time."
He said communications between the
state's law enforcement units the
University, and the National Guard '~could
be improved."
Use of the Guard, he said, was based on
intelligence reports "turned over to me for a
period of weeks.''
The decision was made in good faith if
the Guard hadn't been necessary I wo ~Io. ......
never have called it.
Cargo was satisfied the Guard was
justified or he would not have authorized me
to use them," Vigil said.
The question of who had authorized the
use of the Guard on campus May 8, and who
was commanding the operation while the
troops were on campus created a furor in the
weeks following the incident.
Early in the week prior to the arrests in
the Union, Cargo had authorized Vigil to call
the Guard if he (Vigil) deemed it necessary_
Although not conducting an investigation
of own, Vigil said the State Police
Department is "offering their full
cooperation" to the National Guard in its
investigation.

Says Commencement Speaker

'Peace' Nof Only Objective

Editorial
no wonder that the
University has a poor image
among New Mexicans when
supposedly responsible citizens,
who are members of law
enforcement agencies, make
irresponsible statements, and a
local newspaper has the lack of
journalistic responsibility to print
them without checking for
accuracy,
The wealth of misinformation
circulating throughout the state
abottt recent events at UNM
staggers the imagination. For
pMple to make statements such as
those above, when they are not
even eye·witnesses to the events,
is irresponsible, especially when it
is so obvious to us that the papers
are not even making the attempt
to check for factual accuracy.
Newspapers, as voices of the
public, should be truly interested
in lielping rather than destroying
UNM. Such "stories" as
exemplified by the above, should
never again be printed, for they,
rather than the students, serve our
downfall.
Sarah Laidlaw

limit a person. He doesn't have to
be in the catalogue to lead a
d"1scusswn
· group," Mahan said.
Mahan is also setting up a
three-week calendar for the Free
U:niver~ity as a time structu~e for
discussion leaders to work within.
"If we set up three-week slots,
discussion leaders can plan and
pace themselves. Of course, then
it is open for them to continue
longer, into the next catalogue.
But knowing they have three
weeks makes discussion leaders
think about a plan for a period of
time.
"By using a three-week
calendar we're still five times
more fle~ible than the University.
Even this is not rigid. If someone
we.nts to do something for just
on~ week, he can do it. It may not
be 1n the catalogue, but he can do
it," Mahan said.
The Free University's speaker's
program for June includes New

It is

Sculpture Purchase

A stainless steel sculpture by
California artist Louis Pearsor1
added to UNM's permanent
collection will be displayed in the
Parish Memo1dal Library. The
sculpture is titled "19·9".

Neither the cause of peace nor encouraging American racial
any other valued end is served by feeling toward the Japanese or
a preoccupation with peace that indeed, toward the Germans ~ho
excludes all other concerns, David were all regarded as Nazis and
Riesman warned a Huns almost without
commencement audience at UNM discrimination,"
Societies, he said have
Friday evening,
"A university committed only stabilizing mechanisms to 'protect
to a single mission, no mat·.. er how themselves against popular
inspiring, will find it difficult to passions and preoccupations an
provide the enlightenment and aristocracy, a (~hurch or ~en
regeneration any democractic whose wealth has freed them from
society requires,'' the Harvard concerns with "business as usual "
social sciences professor and But in the U.S. universiti~s
author of "The Lonely Crowd" accomodate individuals who are
engaged with issues that are not
added.
Complete concern with military fashionable nor even urgent.
''The universities are a place to
aims in World War II, he said, was
o n e o f many I e s sons sto:e the seed corn against
demonstrating it is always a fammes that may last a long time
mistake to think of only one goal and take unexpected forms"
at a time.
Riesman said.
'
·The unjustifiable American
"Insistence on instantaneous
reaction to that war, according to relevance and overdoing the
Riesman, "was a simplistic critique of 'business as usual' may
reaction to events. The single aim . use up or destroy that seed corn
of winning the war overshadowed. now with minimal effcects on
all questions of simultaneous current affairs and dramatic
political aims, the appropriate dangers for the unknown future."
relation between means and ends
The University awarded degrees
the domestic consequences of to 2546 students who have

completed requirements during
the past year. Also awarded were
three honorary degrees.
Recipients of honorary doctorate!!
were:
Laura Gilpin, whose collection
of two generations of photographs
in "The Enduring Navajo" have
"eloquently preserved a record of
a people's cultural transition from
a period of awesome isolation to
their forceful entry into the
mainstream of contemporary •
life."
William Morgan Sr., a member
of the faculty of Navajo
Community College whose
collaboration in the production of
a Navajo dictionary, a grammar
and many translations "has made
. possible the continued use of the
Navajo _language as a symbol of
national identity."
Reuben G. Gustavson, who has
been president of the University
of Colorado, vice president of the
University of Chicago and
chancellor of the University of
Nebraska, was the first president
of Resources for the Future which
seeks to protect the environment.
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